Quantum annealing (QA) aims at finding low-energy configurations of nonconvex optimization problems by a controlled quantum adiabatic evolution, where a time-dependent many-body quantum system which encodes for the optimization problem evolves toward its ground states so as to escape local minima through multiple tunneling events ([@r1][@r2][@r3][@r4]--[@r5]). Classical simulated annealing (SA) uses thermal fluctuations for the same computational purpose, and Markov chains based on this principle are among the most widespread optimization techniques across science ([@r6]). Quantum fluctuations are qualitatively different from thermal fluctuations, and in principle, QA algorithms could lead to extremely powerful alternative computational devices.

In the QA approach, a time-dependent quantum transverse field is added to the classical energy function leading to an interpolating Hamiltonian that may take advantage of correlated fluctuations mediated by tunneling. Starting with a high transverse field, the quantum model system can be initialized in its ground state, i.e., all spins aligned in the direction of the field. The adiabatic theorem then ensures that by slowly reducing the transverse field, the system remains in the ground state of the interpolating Hamiltonian. At the end of the process, the transverse field vanishes, and the systems ends up in the sought ground state of the classical energy function. The original optimization problem would then be solved if the overall process could take place in a time bounded by some low-degree polynomial in the size of the problem. Unfortunately, the adiabatic process can become extremely slow. The adiabatic theorem requires the rate of change of the Hamiltonian to be smaller than the square of the gap between the ground state and the first excited state ([@r7][@r8]--[@r9]). For small gaps, the process can thus become inefficient. Exponentially small gaps are not only possible in worst-case scenarios, but have also been found to exist in typical random systems where comparative studies between quantum and classical annealing have so far failed in displaying quantum exponential speed-up, e.g., at first-order phase transition in quantum spin glasses ([@r10], [@r11]) or 2D spin-glass systems ([@r12][@r13]--[@r14]). More positive results have been found for ad hoc energy functions in which global minima are planted in such a way that tunneling cascades can become more efficient than thermal fluctuations ([@r4], [@r15]). As far as the physical implementations of quantum annealers is concerned, studies have been focused on discriminating the presence of quantum effects rather than on their computational effectiveness ([@r16][@r17]--[@r18]).

Consequently, a key open question is to identify classes of relevant optimization problems for which QA can be shown to be exponentially faster than its classical thermal counterpart.

Here, we give an answer to this question by providing analytic and simulation evidence of exponential speed-up of quantum vs. classical SA for a representative class of random nonconvex optimization problems of basic interest in machine learning. The simplest example of this class is the problem of training binary neural networks (described in detail below): Very schematically, the variables of the problem are the (binary) connection weights, while the energy measures the training error over a given dataset.

These problems have been very recently found to possess a rather distinctive geometrical structure of ground states ([@r19][@r20][@r21]--[@r22]): The free-energy landscape has been shown to be characterized by the existence of an exponentially large number of metastable states and isolated ground states and a few regions where the ground states are dense. These dense regions, which had previously escaped the equilibrium statistical physics analysis ([@r23], [@r24]), are exponentially rare, but still possess a very high local internal entropy: They are composed of ground states that are surrounded, at extensive but relatively small distances, by exponentially many other ground states. Under these circumstances, classical SA (as any Markov chain satisfying detailed balance) gets trapped in the metastable states, suffering ergodicity breaking and exponential slowing down toward the low-energy configurations. These problems have been considered to be intractable for decades and display deep similarities with disordered spin-glass models, which are known to never reach equilibrium.

The large deviation analysis that has unveiled the existence of the rare dense regions has led to several novel algorithms, including a Monte Carlo scheme defined over an appropriate objective function ([@r20]) that bears close similarities with a quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) technique based on the Suzuki--Trotter transformation ([@r5]). Motivated by this analytical mapping and by the geometrical structure of the dense and degenerate ground states which is expected to favor zero-temperature kinetic processes ([@r25], [@r26]), we have conducted a full analytical and numerical statistical physics study of the QA problem, reaching the conclusion that in the quantum limit, the QMC process, i.e., simulated QA (SQA), can equilibrate efficiently, while the classical SA gets stuck in high-energy metastable states. These results generalize to multilayered networks.

While it is known that other quasioptimal classical algorithms for the same problems exist ([@r20], [@r27], [@r28]), here, we focus on the physical speed-up that a QA approach could provide in finding rare regions of ground states. We provide physical arguments and numerical results supporting the conjecture that the real-time QA dynamics behaves similarly to SQA.

As far as machine learning is concerned, dense regions of low-energy configurations (i.e., quasiflat minima over macroscopic length scales) are of fundamental interest, as they are particularly well-suited for making predictions given the learned data: On the one hand, these regions are by definition robust with respect to fluctuations in a sizable fraction of the weight configurations and, as such, are less prone to fit the noise. On the other hand, an optimal Bayesian estimate, resulting from a weighted consensus vote on all configurations, would receive a major contribution from one of such regions, compared with a narrow minimum; the centroid of the region (computed according to any reasonable metric which correlates the distance between configurations with the network outcomes) would act as a representative of the region as a whole ([@r29]). In this respect, it is worth mentioning that in deep learning ([@r30]), all of the learning algorithms which lead to good prediction performance always include effects of a systematically injected noise in the learning phase, a fact that makes the equilibrium Gibbs measure not the stationary measure of the learning protocols and drives the systems toward wide minima. We expect that these results can be generalized to many other classes of nonconvex optimization problems where local entropy plays a role, ranging from robust optimization to physical disordered systems.

Quantum gate-based algorithms for machine learning exist; however, the possibility of a physical implementation remains a critical issue ([@r31]).

Energy Functions {#s1}
================

As a working example, we first consider the problem of learning random patterns in single-layer neural network with binary weights, the so-called binary perceptron problem ([@r23]). This network maps vectors of $N$ inputs $\xi \in \left\{ {- 1},{+ 1} \right\}^{N}$ to binary outputs $\tau = {\pm 1}$ through the nonlinear function $\tau = {{sgn}\left( {\sigma \cdot \xi} \right)}$, where $\sigma \in \left\{ {- 1},{+ 1} \right\}^{N}$ is the vector of synaptic weights. Given $\alpha N$ input patterns $\left\{ \xi^{\mu} \right\}_{\mu = 1}^{\alpha N}$ with $\mu = {1,\ldots,{\alpha N}}$ and their corresponding desired outputs $\left\{ \tau^{\mu} \right\}_{\mu = 1}^{\alpha N}$, the learning problem consists in finding $\sigma$ such that all input patterns are simultaneously classified correctly, i.e., ${{sgn}\left( {\sigma \cdot \xi^{\mu}} \right)} = \tau^{\mu}$ for all $\mu$. Both the components of the input vectors $\xi_{i}^{\mu}$ and the outputs $\tau^{\mu}$ are independent identically distributed unbiased random variables (${P\left( x \right)} = {{\frac{1}{2}\delta\left( {x - 1} \right)} + {\frac{1}{2}\delta\left( {x + 1} \right)}}$). In the binary framework, the procedure for writing a spin Hamiltonian whose ground states are the sought optimal solutions of the original optimization problem is well known ([@r32]). The energy $E$ of the binary perceptron is proportional to the number of classification errors and can be written as$${E\left( \left\{ \sigma_{j} \right\} \right)} = {{\sum\limits_{\mu = 1}^{\alpha N}{\Delta_{\mu}^{n}\Theta\left( {- \Delta_{\mu}} \right)}},\quad{\Delta_{\mu}{\doteq {\frac{\tau^{\mu}}{\sqrt{N}}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\xi_{j}^{\mu}\sigma_{j}}}}}}}$$where $\Theta\left( x \right)$ is the Heaviside step function: ${\Theta\left( x \right)} = 1$ if $x > 0$, ${\Theta\left( x \right)} = 0$ otherwise. When the argument of the $\Theta$ function is positive, the perceptron is implementing the wrong input--output mapping. The exponent $n \in \left\{ 0,1 \right\}$ defines two different forms of the energy functions which have the same zero-energy ground states and different structures of local minima. The equilibrium analysis of the binary perceptron problem shows that in the large size limit, and for $\alpha < \alpha_{c} \simeq 0.83$ ([@r23]), the energy landscape is dominated by an exponential number of local minima and of zero-energy ground states that are typically geometrically isolated ([@r33]), i.e., they have extensive mutual Hamming distances. For both choices of $n$, the problem is computationally hard for SA processes ([@r34]): In the large $N$ limit, a detailed balanced stochastic search process gets stuck in metastable states at energy levels of order $O{(N)}$ above the ground states.

Following the standard SQA approach, we identify the binary variables $\sigma$ with one of the components of physical quantum spins, say, $\sigma^{z}$, and we introduce the Hamiltonian operator of a model of $N$ quantum spins with the perceptron term of [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} acting in the longitudinal direction $z$ and a magnetic field $\Gamma$ acting in the transverse direction $x$. The interpolating Hamiltonian reads:$$\hat{H} = {{E\left( \left\{ {\hat{\sigma}}_{j}^{z} \right\} \right)} - {\Gamma{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\hat{\sigma}}_{j}^{x}}}}$$where ${\hat{\sigma}}_{j}^{z}$ and ${{\hat{\sigma}}_{j}}^{x}$ are the spin operators (Pauli matrices) in the $z$ and $x$ directions. For $\Gamma = 0$, one recovers the classical optimization problem. The QA procedure consists of initializing the system at large $\beta$ and $\Gamma$, and slowly decreasing $\Gamma$ to $0$. To analyze the low-temperature phase diagram of the model, we need to study the average of the logarithm of the partition function ${Z = {{Tr}\left( e^{- {\beta\hat{H}}} \right)}}.$ This can be done by using the Suzuki--Trotter transformation, which leads to the study of a classical effective Hamiltonian acting on a system of $y$ interacting Trotter replicas of the original classical system coupled in an extra dimension:$${H_{eff}\left( \left\{ \sigma_{j}^{a} \right\}_{j,a} \right)} = {{\frac{1}{y}{\sum\limits_{a = 1}^{y}{E\left( \left\{ \sigma_{j}^{a} \right\}_{j} \right)}}} - {\frac{\gamma}{\beta}{\sum\limits_{a = 1}^{y}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\sigma_{j}^{a}\sigma_{j}^{a + 1}}}}} - \frac{NK}{\beta}}$$where the $\sigma_{j}^{a} = {\pm 1}$ are Ising spins, $a \in \left\{ 1,\ldots,y \right\}$ is a replica index with periodic boundary conditions $\sigma_{j}^{y + 1} \equiv \sigma_{j}^{1}$, $\gamma = {\frac{1}{2}{\log{\coth\left( \frac{\beta\Gamma}{y} \right)}}}$ and ${K = {\frac{1}{2}y{\log\left( {\frac{1}{2}{\sinh\left( {2\frac{\beta\Gamma}{y}} \right)}} \right)}}}.$

The replicated system needs to be studied in the limit $\left. y\rightarrow\infty \right.$ to recover the so-called path integral continuous quantum limit and to make the connection with the behavior of quantum devices ([@r14]). The SQA dynamical process samples configurations from an equilibrium distribution, and it is not necessarily equivalent to the real-time Schrödinger equation evolution of the system. A particularly dangerous situation occurs if the ground states of the system encounter first-order phase transitions which are associated with exponentially small gaps ([@r10], [@r35], [@r36]) at finite $N$. As discussed below, this appears not to be the case for the class of models we are considering.

Connection with the Local Entropy Measure {#s2}
=========================================

The effective Hamiltonian [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be interpreted as many replicas of the original systems coupled through one-dimensional periodic chains, one for each original spin ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the interaction term $\gamma$ diverges as the transverse field $\Gamma$ goes to $0$. This geometrical structure is very similar to that of the robust ensemble (RE) formalism ([@r20]), where a probability measure that gives higher weight to rare dense regions of low-energy states is introduced. There, the main idea is to maximize ${\Phi\left( \sigma^{\star} \right)} = {\log{\sum_{\{\sigma\}}e^{{- {\beta E{(\sigma)}}} - {\lambda{\sum_{j = 1}^{N}{\sigma_{j}\sigma_{j}^{\star}}}}}}}$, i.e., a "local free entropy" where $\lambda$ is a Lagrange parameter that controls the extensive size of the region around a reference configuration $\sigma^{\star}$. One can then build a new Gibbs distribution ${P{(\sigma^{\star})}} \propto e^{y\Phi{(\sigma^{\star})}}$, where $- \Phi$ has the role of an energy and $y$ of an inverse temperature: In the limit of large $y$, this distribution concentrates on the maxima of $\Phi$. Upon restricting the values of $y$ to be integer (and large), $P\left( \sigma^{\star} \right)$ takes a factorized form yielding a replicated probability measure ${P_{RE}{(\sigma^{\star},\sigma^{1},\ldots,\sigma^{y})}} \propto e^{- {\beta H_{eff}^{RE}{(\sigma^{\star},{\{\sigma_{j}^{a}\}})}}}$ where the effective energy is given by$${H_{eff}^{RE}\left( \sigma^{\star},\left\{ \sigma_{j}^{a} \right\}_{j,a} \right)} = {{\sum\limits_{a = 1}^{y}{E\left( \left\{ \sigma_{j}^{a} \right\}_{j} \right)}} - {\frac{\lambda}{\beta}{\sum\limits_{a = 1}^{y}{\sum\limits_{j = 1}^{N}{\sigma_{j}^{a}\sigma_{j}^{\star}}}}}}$$As in the Suzuki--Trotter formalism, $H_{eff}^{RE}\left( \sigma^{\star},\left\{ \sigma_{j}^{a} \right\}_{j,a} \right)$ corresponds to a system with an overall energy given by the sum of $y$ individual "real replica energies" plus a geometric coupling term; in this case, however, the replicas interact with the "reference" configurations $\sigma^{\star}$ rather than among themselves ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![Topology of the Suzuki--Trotter vs. robust ensemble (RE) representations. (*A*) The classical objective function we wish to optimize which depends on $N$ discrete variables $\left\{ \sigma_{j} \right\}$ ($N = 5$ in the picture). (*B*) Suzuki--Trotter interaction topology: $y$ replicas of the classical system ($y = 7$ in the picture) are coupled by periodic one-dimensional chains, one for each classical spin. (*C*) RE interaction topology: $y$ replicas are coupled through a centroid configuration. In the limit of large $N$ and large $y$ (quantum limit) and for strong interaction couplings, all replicas are forced to be close, and the behavior of the two effective models is expected to be similar.](pnas.1711456115fig01){#fig01}

The Suzuki--Trotter representation and the RE formalism differ in the topology of the interactions between replicas and in the scaling of the interactions, but for both cases, there is a classical limit, $\left. \Gamma\rightarrow 0 \right.$ and $\left. \lambda\rightarrow\infty \right.$, respectively, in which the replicated systems are forced to correlate and eventually coalesce in identical configurations. For nonconvex problems, these will not in general correspond to configuration dominating the original classical Gibbs measure.

For the sake of clarity, we should remind that in the classical limit and for $\alpha < \alpha_{c}$, our model presents an exponential number of far-apart isolated ground states which dominate the Gibbs measure. At the same time, there exist rare clusters of ground states with a density close to its maximum possible value (high local entropy) for small but still macroscopic cluster sizes ([@r19]). This fact has several consequences: No further subdivision of the clusters into states is possible; the ground states are typically $O{(1)}$ spin flip connected ([@r19]); and a trade-off between tunneling events and exponential number of destination states within the cluster is possible.

Phase Diagram: Analytical and Numerical Results {#s3}
===============================================

Thanks to the mean field nature of the energetic part of the system, [Eq. **3**](#eq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we can resort to the replica method for calculating analytically the phase diagram. As discussed in [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental), this can be done under the so-called static approximation, which consists of using a single-parameter $q_{1}$ to represent the overlaps along the Trotter dimension, $q_{1}^{ab} = \left\langle {\frac{1}{N}{\sum_{j = 1}^{N}{\sigma_{j}^{a}\sigma_{j}^{b}}}} \right\rangle \approx q_{1}$. Although this approximation crudely neglects the dependency of $q_{1}^{ab}$ from $\left| {a - b} \right|$, the resulting predictions show a remarkable agreement with numerical simulations.

In [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, we report the analytical predictions for the average classical component of the energy of the quantum model as a function of the transverse field $\Gamma$. We compare the results with the outcome of extensive simulations performed with the reduced-rejection-rate (RRR) Monte Carlo method ([@r37]), in which $\Gamma$ is initialized at $2.5$ and gradually brought down to $0$ in regular small steps, at constant temperature, and fixing the total simulation time to ${\tau Ny} \cdot 10^{4}$ (as to keep constant the number of Monte Carlo sweeps when varying $N$ and $y$). Additional details are reported in [*Materials and Methods*](#s5){ref-type="sec"} and [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental). The size of the systems, the number of samples, and the number of Trotter replicas are scaled up to large values, so that both finite size effects and the quantum limit are kept under control. A key point is to observe that the results do not degrade with the number of Trotter replicas: The average ground-state energy approaches a limiting value, close to the theoretical prediction, in the large $y$ quantum limit. The results appear to be rather insensitive to both $N$ and the simulation time-scaling parameter $\tau$. This indicates that Monte Carlo appears to be able to equilibrate efficiently, in a constant (or almost constant) number of sweeps, at each $\Gamma$. The analytical prediction for the classical energy only appears to display a relatively small systematic offset (due to the static approximation) at intermediate values of $\Gamma$, while it is very precise at both large and small $\Gamma$; the expectation of the total Hamiltonian, on the other hand, is in excellent agreement with the simulations ([*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental)).

![Classical energy density (i.e., longitudinal component of the energy, divided by $N$) as a function of the transverse field $\Gamma$ (single layer problems with $\alpha = 0.4$ and $n = 0$, $15$ independent samples per curve). The SQA simulations at $\beta = 20$ approach the theoretical prediction as $y$ increases (cf black arrow). The results do not change significantly when varying $N$ (the curves with $N = 1001$ or $N = 2001$ are indistinguishable from the ones displayed at this level of detail) or the overall simulation time. All SA simulations instead got stuck and failed to equilibrate at low enough temperatures (small equivalent $\Gamma$). The results are noticeably worse for larger $N$, and doubling or quadrupling the simulation time does not help much (cf purple arrows). (*Inset*) Trotter replicas overlap $q_{1}^{ab}$ (same data as for the main figure). The theoretical prediction is in remarkably good agreement with the average value measured from the simulations (the $y = 128$ curve is barely visible under the $y = 256$ one). The gray curves show the overlaps at varying distances along the Trotter dimension: The topmost one is the overlap between neighboring replicas $q_{1}^{a{({a + 1})}}$, then there is the overlap between second-neighbors $q_{1}^{a{({a + 2})}}$, and so on (cf [Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The $y = 128$ curves are essentially hidden under the $y = 256$ ones and can only be seen from their darker shade, following an alternating pattern.](pnas.1711456115fig02){#fig02}

In the same plot, we display the behavior of classical SA simulated with a standard Metropolis--Hastings scheme, under an annealing protocol in $\beta$ that would follow the same theoretical curve as SQA if the system were able to equilibrate ([*Materials and Methods*](#s5){ref-type="sec"} and [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental)): As expected ([@r34]), SA gets trapped at very high energies (increasing with problem size; in the thermodynamic limit, it is expected that SA would remain stuck at the initial value $0.5N$ of the energy for times which scale exponentially with $N$). Alternative annealing protocols yield analogous results; the exponential scaling with $N$ of SA on binary perceptron models had also been observed experimentally in previous results, e.g., in refs. [@r21] and [@r38].

In [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} *Inset*, we report the analytical prediction for the transverse overlap parameter $q_{1}$, which quite remarkably reproduces fairly well the average overlap as measured from simulations.

In [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, we provide the profiles of the classical energy minima found for different values of $\Gamma$ in the case of SQA and different temperatures for SA. These results are computed analytically by the cavity method (see [*Materials and Methods*](#s5){ref-type="sec"} and [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental) for details) by evaluating which is the most probable energy found at a normalized Hamming distance $d$ from a given configuration. As it turns out, throughout the annealing process, SQA follows a path corresponding to wide valleys, while SA gets stuck in steep metastable states. The quantum fluctuations reproduced by the SQA process drive the system to converge toward wide flat regions, despite the fact that they are exponentially rare compared with the narrow minima.

![(*A* and *B*) Energetic profiles (in terms of the classical energy $E$; [Eq. **1**](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) around the configurations reached during the annealing process, comparing SQA (orange lower curves) with SA (gray top curves). The profiles represent the most probable value of the energy density shift ${\Delta E}/N$ with respect to the reference point when moving away from the reference at a given normalized Hamming distance $d$. The curves refer to the data shown in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, using two different times in the annealing process, marked with $\bigtriangleup$ and $\star$. For SQA, we show the results for 15 instances with $N = 4,001$, $y = 256$, $\tau = 4$, using the mode of the replicas $\sigma_{j}^{\star} = {{sgn}\left( {\sum_{a = 1}^{y}\sigma_{j}^{a}} \right)}$ as the reference point; for SA, we show 15 samples for $N = 4,001$ and $\tau = 16$. These results show a marked qualitative difference in the type of landscape that is typically explored by the two algorithms: The local landscape of SQA is generally much wider, while SA is typically working inside narrow regions of the landscape which tend to trap the algorithm eventually. (*C*) Local entropy, i.e., the logarithm of the number of solutions surrounding the reference point at a given distance $d$ for the same configurations of *A*. The SQA configurations (orange curves at the top) are located in regions with exponentially many solutions surrounding them (although these regions are not maximally dense, as can be seen from the comparison with the dashed curve representing the overall number of surrounding configurations at that distance). The SA configurations (gray curves at the bottom) are far away from these exponentially dense regions (the local entropy has a gap around $d = 0$).](pnas.1711456115fig03){#fig03}

The physical interpretation of these results is that quantum fluctuations lower the energy of a cluster proportionally to its size or, in other words, that quantum fluctuations allow the system to lower its kinetic energy by delocalizing; see refs. [@r25], [@r26], and [@r39] for related results. Along the process of reduction of the transverse field, we do not observe any phase transition which could induce a critical slowing down of the QA process, and we expect SQA and QA to behave similarly ([@r11], [@r36]).

This is in agreement with the results of a direct comparison between the real-time quantum dynamics and the SQA on small systems ($N = 21$): As reported in [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental), we have performed extensive numerical studies of properly selected small instances of the binary perceptron problem, comparing the results of SQA and QA and analyzing the results of the QA process and the properties of the Hamiltonian. To reproduce the conditions that are known to exist at large values of $N$, we have selected instances for which a fast annealing schedule SA gets trapped at some positive fraction of violated constraints, and yet the problems display a sufficiently high number of solutions. We found that the agreement between SQA and QA on each sample is excellent. The measurements on the final configurations reached by QA qualitatively confirm the scenario described above, that QA is attracted toward dense, low-energy regions without getting stuck during the annealing process. Finally, the analysis of the gap between the ground state of the system and the first excited state as $\Gamma$ decreases shows no signs of the kind of phenomena which would typically hamper the performance of QA in other models: There are no vanishingly small gaps at finite $\Gamma$ (compare discussion in the introduction). We benchmarked all these results with "randomized" versions of the same samples, in which we randomly permuted the classical energies associated with each spin configuration, so as to keep the distribution of the classical energy levels while destroying the geometric structure of the states. Indeed, for these randomized samples, we found that the gaps nearly close at finite $\Gamma \simeq 0.4$, and that, correspondingly, the QA process fails to track the ground state of the system, resulting in a much-reduced probability of finding a solution to the problem.

As concluding remarks, we report that the models with $n = 0$ and $n = 1$ have phase diagrams which are qualitatively very similar (for the sake of simplicity, here we reported the $n = 0$ case only). The former presents at very small positive values of $\Gamma$ a collapse of the density matrix onto the classical one, whereas the latter ends up in the classical state only at $\Gamma = 0$.

For the sake of completeness, we have checked that the performance of SQA in the $\left. y\rightarrow\infty \right.$ quantum limit extends to more complex architectures which include hidden layers; the details are reported in [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental).

Conclusions {#s4}
===========

We conclude by noticing that, at variance with other studies on spin-glass models in which the evidence for QA outperforming classical annealing was limited to finite values of $y$, thereby just defining a different type of classical SA algorithms, in our case the quantum limit coincides with the optimal behavior of the algorithm itself. We believe that these results could play a role in many optimization problems in which optimality of the cost function needs to also meet robustness conditions (i.e., wide minima). As far as learning problems are concerned, it is worth mentioning that for the best-performing artificial neural networks, the so-called deep networks ([@r30]), there is numerical evidence for the existence of rare flat minima ([@r40]) and that all of the effective algorithms always include effects of systematic injected noise in the learning phase ([@r41]), which implies that the equilibrium Gibbs measure is not the stationary measure of the learning protocols. For the sake of clarity, we should remark that our results are aimed to suggest that QA can equilibrate efficiently, whereas SA cannot; i.e., our notion of quantum speed-up is relative to the same algorithmic scheme that runs on classical hardware. Other classical algorithms for the same class of problems, besides the above-mentioned ones based on the RE and the SQA itself, have been discovered ([@r27], [@r38], [@r42][@r43]--[@r44]); however, all of these algorithms are qualitatively different from QA, which can provide a huge speed-up by manipulating single physical bits in parallel. Thus, the overall solving time in a physical QA implementation (neglecting any other technological considerations) would have, at worst, only a mild dependence on $N$.

Our results provide further evidence that learning can be achieved through different types of correlated fluctuations, among which quantum tunneling could be a relevant example for physical devices.

Materials and Methods {#s5}
=====================

Simulated QA Protocol. {#s6}
----------------------

All SQA simulations were performed by using the RRR Monte Carlo method ([@r37]). We fixed the total number of spin flip attempts at ${\tau Ny} \cdot 10^{4}$ and followed a linear protocol (divided in $30\tau$ steps) for the annealing of $\Gamma$. In [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, we show the results for $N = 4001$ and $\tau = 4$; the results for $N = {1001,2001}$ and for $\tau = {1,2}$ were essentially indistinguishable at that level of detail.

Classical SA Protocol. {#s7}
----------------------

The results for SA presented in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} used an annealing protocol in $\beta$ designed to make a direct comparison with QA: We found analytically a curve $\beta_{equiv}\left( \Gamma \right)$ such that the classical equilibrium energy would be equal to the longitudinal component of the quantum system energy. The classical equilibrium energy was computed from the equations in ref. [@r23]. The result is shown in [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental). The SA protocol thus consisted of setting $\beta = {\beta_{equiv}\left( \Gamma \right)}$ and decreasing linearly $\Gamma$ from $2.5$ to $0$, like for the QA case. We fixed the total number of spin flip attempts at ${\tau N} \cdot 10^{4}$ and used $\tau = {4,8,16}$; as for the QA case, the annealing process was divided in $30\tau$ steps. If the system were able to equilibrate, it would follow the theoretical curve (dashed black line in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), which it does only for high temperatures.

Other more standard annealing protocols (e.g., linear, exponential, or logarithmic) yielded very similar qualitative results, as expected from the analysis of ref. [@r34].

Estimation of the Local Energy and Entropy Landscapes. {#s8}
------------------------------------------------------

To compute the local landscapes of the energy and the entropy around a reference configuration, [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}, we used the belief propagation algorithm. We added an external field in the direction of the configuration of interest to focus on regions surrounding that configuration. The strength of the field allowed us to control the size of the region (parameter $d$ in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Typical energies are computed by setting the temperature to infinity, while local entropies are computed by setting the temperature to $0$. The details of the algorithm are presented in [*SI Appendix*](http://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1711456115/-/DCSupplemental).

Real-Time QA Simulations on Small Instances. {#s9}
--------------------------------------------

The real-time quantum dynamics simulations on small systems were performed by solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the Hamiltonian of [Eq. **2**](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"} by using the short iterative Lanczos method ([@r45]), which consists of computing the evolution with the Lanczos algorithm, at fixed $\Gamma$ for a short time interval $\Delta t$, then lowering $\Gamma$ by a small fixed amount $\Delta\Gamma$, and iterating until $\Gamma = 0$.
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